QUADRA STEP SYSTEM
THANK YOU For purchasing our
QuadraSte pStarter Kit

Now let’s help you get started!
Here is how you set up and use your Fit Kit:
HOW IS THE KIT SET UP?
Your QUADRASTEP SYSTEM® Fit Kit has 6 drawers, one for each size
orthotic, and one for extra materials. You will see a label on each drawer
indicating the size of the orthotics that should be stored in that drawer.
In the bottom drawer you will find your marketing materials in a portfolio,
along with your waiting room brochure holder filled with
QUADRASTEP® patient’s brochures. These materials are enough to get
you started, additional copies can be downloaded to print on our website
nolaro24.com/kit.html. Look for the “marketing material” link.

WHAT WILL I FIND IN EACH DRAWER?
Your QUADRASTEP SYSTEM® Fit Kit has 6 drawers, one for each size
QUADRASTEP® orthotic.
In the first drawer you will find Size 0 if the E+ Orthotic (Dark Red), and size 1
of all of the orthotics, one each QUAD A (Yellow), QUAD B (Purple), QUAD C
(Blue), QUAD D (Green), QUAD E (Red), E+ (Dark Red) and QUAD F (Orange).
Drawer 2 will have all of the Quads (colors) in Size 2, and so on through the 5
drawers/5 sizes. In the 6th drawer you
will find 2 pairs of orthotics, Quads C
and D in size 6, as well as your marketing
materials and brochure holder.
It is best to keep your orthotics organized in this way for
easy access when fitting a patient. That way you will always
know what is available and and have it handy. Another trick is to
always arrange your drawers so that the most commonly dispensed
orthotics are in the front, and the least dispensed in the back, as shown.

SHOULD I SELL OUT OF MY KIT?
Your QUADRASTEP SYSTEM® Kit has one pair of orthotics in each size and each Quad, for a total of
38 pairs. We recommend that you keep your Kit available for fitting, then order a new pair of
QUADRASTEP® orthotics to dispense to your patient. The orthotics in your Kit can be disinfected with
any household disinfectant. You can also purchase a QUADRASTEP SYSTEM® Fit Kit for dispensing.
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